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A Full Service Muffler Shop
serving Douglas County, Georgia for 23 years. 

We specialize in catalytic converters. flowmasters, 
mufflers, exhaust systems and duals.

CUSTOM MUFFLERS

3867 Bankhead Hwy #1, Douglasville, GA 30134

770-489-9309 • custommufflers.us
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411 Speedway – Sweetheart Race
Story/Photos: Phillip Prichard for MSA

CT Promotions sanctioned the Open 
Wheel Modified portion of the 2019 
Sweetheart Race at 411 Motor Speedway 
in Seymour, TN and Clayton Miller of 
Elkton, KY would score the $2,000 vic-
tory in the richest Open Wheel Modified 
event ever contested at the track.

The win for Miller would be his first 
at the track and would come aboard the 
Lexington Landscape, Wall Construction, 
Blackwell Construction, Hustlin' Lawn 
Care, Quick Car sponsored #15 Bruce-
bilt Chassis, Kevin Fisher Race Engines 
powered entry.

After the initial start would be waved 
off for a caution for a turn one tangle 
between Brian Nantz and P.J. Simpson, 
the thirty-lap feature contest would go 
green with Adam Stricker taking the 
race lead, with Amos Bunch, Clayton 
Miller, Rocky Wilson, and Josh Henry 
giving chase. Miller would drive past 
Bunch for second on lap three, while the 
caution would fly one tour later when 
Nantz and Rick Standridge would spin 
in turn one. Back underway, Stricker 
would maintain the race lead, with Miller 
in pursuit, while Henry would pressure 
Wilson for the fourth position. The cau-
tion would appear again on lap eight and 
would eventual turn into a red flag when 
Standridge would hit the outside retain-
ing wall in turn four and his mount would 
end up sitting rear bumper first up on the 
outside wall. Stricker would continue to 
lead on the restart, while Miller began to 
apply more pressure to the leader, while 
Billy Palmer would take the fifth position 
away from Henry on lap eleven. Miller 
would duck to the inside and take the 
lead momentarily on lap thirteen, but the 
caution would appear again just as Miller 

made his pass for Nantz, who sat turned 
around in turn four.

The restart would see Miller continue 
to pressure Stricker for the race lead and 
Miller would again scoot past Stricker on 
lap sixteen, only to have another caution 
appear when Cameron Marlar would 
loop his entry in turn four. This restart 
would see Stricker and Miller settle into 
a side-by-side battle for the lead only to 
have a caution wave on lap nineteen for 
Josh Stoglin who had slowed at the top of 
turn two. 

The restart would see the battle for the 
lead resume and Miller would work under 
Stricker exiting turn four to finally snag 
the top spot on lap twenty. Miller would 
pull away slightly from Stricker, while 
Bunch would pressure Stricker for the 
runner-up spot and Stricker would slip 
high in turn one and Bunch would take 
the second position on lap twenty-three. 

Two more cautions would wave on laps 
twenty-four and twenty-five, but Miller 
would not be challenged the remainder 
of the way and score the $2,000 vic-
tory. Bunch would finish second, with 
Stricker settling for third. Henry would 
come home fourth, while sixteenth-place 
starter Glen Hounshell would complete 
the top five. The remainder of the top ten 
finishers would be Rocky Wilson, Tyler 
James, Brian Nantz, Cameron Marlar, and 
Robbie Reagan.

Further information about CT Pro-
motions and their family of racing can 
be obtained by calling Promoter/Race 
Director Chris Tilley at (606) 219-1723 
or by visiting the official website located 
at www.CTPROMOTIONS.org

In the Crate Feature, Jesse Lowe in the 
#5J would dominate the field of 24 cars, 
leading flag to flag for the win. Lowe 
battled Cory Hedgecock in the  #23 who 

finished second for the entire race. Round-
ing out the top five were: Mack McCarter 
#51. Ross White #0 and Clay Coghlan #6.

Eric Hux #01 won the Modified Street 
Race; Hayston Collett #3 won the Classic 
Feature; and Josh Henry #B01 won the 
Street Stock Feature.

411 Speedway will start their weekly 
features on March 16 and on April 5th, 
the Lucas Oil Series will visit the track. 
Check out http://411motorspeedway.net/ 
for more details.
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